monomial idea so I is generated by elements of the form x иии x , where each Ž . intersection of finitely many monomial ideals to again be a monomial ideal; c show that if C, the set of all monomial ideals in R that contain I, is closed under finite intersections, then each ideal J in C has a unique decomposition as an Ž a 1 a h . irredundant finite intersection of ideals of the form x , . . . , x R, where is a 
INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, R is a commutative ring with identity 1 / 0, and w x the terminology is generally the same as that in M, N, ZS . Ž . Let x , . . . , x be an R-sequence, let X s x , . . . , x R, and let I be a Specifically, in Section 2 we compute the monomial length of I as an alternating sum of terms which arise from a certain matrix which is determined by the parametric decomposition mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Then we prove the well known result that the Hilbert length of I n is given by a polynomial, we use corner-elements to show that if Ž . times the monomial length of I for all positive integers b, and then we sharpen these results in the case when I is a parameter ideal. Next, in Section 3 we generalize the classical result about the intersection of monomial ideals and give several characterizations of when the intersection of finitely many monomial ideals is again a monomial ideal. In particular, we show that this holds in the following cases: each monomial ideal is closed in the X-adic topology on R; X is contained in the Jacobson radical of a Noetherian ring; or, x , . . . , x is a permutable 1 d
R-sequence in a Noetherian ring R.
Then in Section 4 we show that, when the intersection of finitely many monomial ideals is a monomial ideal, each monomial ideal I has a unique Ž Ž . Ž .. generalized-parametric decomposition see 4.6 and 4.9 . Finally, Section 5 contains several results concerning generalized-parametric decompositions of monomial ideals, that are related to I, in certain Rees rings and form rings.
The results in this paper add to the rapidly growing literature on monomial ideals. Such ideals have a number of interesting and useful properties, and herein we prove a number of new results which we think will be useful in future research in this classical area.
THE MONOMIAL LENGTH OF A MONOMIAL IDEAL

Ž .
In this section we consider the monomial length l I of a monomial m Ž .
Ž . ideal I such that Rad I s Rad X . Among other things, we show that Ž .
Ž . l I is equal to the number of monomials that are not in I, that l I can m m be computed as an alternating sum by using the I-corner-elements parameter ideal x , . . . , x R so P a , . . . , a s P f , where f s x minates over the rational integers Z, so X , . . . , X is an A-sequence.
Then: a if s x иии x is a monomial in R, then * will be used to 
Moreo¨er, there exists a polynomial f T of degree d and with rational
Proof. Let C z denote the set of all lattice points which correspond to j Ž .
< < monomials that are not in P z , and for a finite set S let S denote the 4.8 shows that the I-corner- 
lows that r s a y 1 and thatиииs n y 1, so w s x q 1 a 1 qa 1 y1 иии 
Ž n . and f n s I for all n G 1. 
tuples.
denotes the number of monomials of degree k that are not in the .Ž . I -corner-element even in the case n s 2 ; 2 we may have a corner n Ž . element for I even with n s 2 that is not of the form zg. The following example shows both of these. 
EXAMPLE. Let R, M s x, y R be a regular local ring of altitude
5 3 3 2 4 6 Ž . two; let f s x , f s x y , f s x y , f s y ; and let I s f , f , f , f R.
WHEN IS THE INTERSECTION OF MONOMIAL IDEALS A MONOMIAL IDEAL?
In this section we consider the question of its title. In this regard, it is w x w x shown in EH, 3, p. 68 that this holds when R s Z X , . . . , X and 
However, on the other hand, such an intersection is not always a monomial ideal. In fact, the intersection of two principal monomial ideals need not be a monomial ideal. A specific example of this is to let w x Ž . Ž . RsF X, Y, Z , x s X, x s Y X y 1 , and x s Z X y 1 , and note
w Our main results in this section go well beyond EH, 3, p. 68; T, Lemma x 6, p. 17 . Specifically, we give several necessary and sufficient conditions for the intersection of finitely many monomial ideals to again be a monomial ideal, and our results show that this holds in the following cases: each monomial ideal is closed in the X-adic topology on R; X is contained in the Jacobson radical of a Noetherian ring; or, x , . . . , x is a permutable 1 d R-sequence of a Noetherian ring R. In particular, we recover as corollaries w x the above mentioned results in EH, T .
To prove these results, we need some notational conventions and several preliminary results, so we begin with these. The following definition will be Ž . used in the proof of 3.2 .
Ž .
3.1 DEFINITION. A set of monomials , . . . , is said to be indepen-1 m dent in case no is in the ideal generated by the remaining . 
Therefore H is the ideal generated by the monomials that are contained in I, so H is the largest monomial ideal that is contained in I.
For this, fix k G 1, and let f g I. Also, let n be such that f g X n y X nq 1 . Ž n n Since I : X, f is in X for some n G 1, and if f g X for all n G 1, then
lX , as desired, so it may be assumed that n -k. Then f g X y X , Ž . so since f g I and I is contained in each of the monomial ideals I
Now repeat the argument of the preceding paragraph with f in place
With the notation of 3.3 , the following statements are equi¨alent: 
Ž . Ž . 3.5 Remark. 3.5.1 Concerning 3.3 , modularity shows that
The following statements are equivalent: a I is a monomial Ž . 
COROLLARY. If a monomial ideal H in R is closed in the X-adic
Ž . w x topology on R and J are monomial ideals in Z X , . . . , X such that Ž . Ž . Ž . For a , the hypothesis implies that Rad H s Rad X , so since X and H are monomial ideals and since monomial ideals are finitely generated, it
hence H is closed in the X-adic topology on R, so the conclusion follows Ž . from 3.6 . Ž .
n ࠻n For b , let n be large enough that both X : I and X : I , and
and the choice of n s X q x I : x R . Now d X and x R are
࠻n n Ž n . contained in I and e X and x I : x R are contained in I . Also,
࠻ n X and x I : x R are monomial ideals, so the monomial ideal X q 
Ž and for j s 1, 2, I : x R is a monomial ideal in x , . . . , x by the choice
Therefore by a applied to monomial ideals in d y 1 parameters it
Ž .
The following result will be sharpened in 3.10 below. Ž . follows that HR s IR ; hence )) holds, as desired. Ž w x Ž .. by T, Lemma 6, p. 17 or 3.8 .
COROLLARY. If R is a Noetherian ring and X is contained in the Jacobson radical of R, and if I , . . . , I are monomial ideals in R, then
1 g I l иии l I is a monomial ideal in R.P P Ž Ä 4 . Ä 4 For this, IR s F I ; j s 1, . . . , g R s F I R ; j s 1, . . . , k s L, P j P j P Ä Ž . ࠻ 4 Ä U 4 Ž Ž .. Ž Ä U and F I R ; j s 1, . . . , k s F I B; j s 1 иии k by a s F I ; j P j j 4. Ž Ä Ž . ࠻ 4. Ž .ĵs1, . . . , g B s JB, so K s F I R ; j s 1, . . . , k s JB s j P ࠻Ž . Ž Ž .. HR by b s HR . P P Ž . w Ž .
Ž .
Ä 4 ii C s I; I is a monomial ideal in R , if R is Noetherian and X is Ž Ž .. contained in the Jacobson radical of R by 3.9 .
. Ž all monomial ideals I in R by 3.6 and this holds when R is a w x polynomial ring C X , . . . , X over a Noetherian ring C and x s X for 
Ž . iv .
Proof. It is readily checked that the sum of two monomial ideals is a Ž . Ž . Ž . monomial ideal, so the set C in i ᎐ iv satisfies the hypothesis of 3.11 by the cited references. prove that I: J g C it suffices to prove that if is a monomial in R, then I: R is in C, and since R g C, it may be assumed that f I. Ž . w x Ž . Ž . For this, for i this is proved in T, Theorem 6, p. 20 . And for ii , iii , Ž . Ž Ž .. and v , since each finite intersection of ideals in C is again in C by 3.12 , Ž . it is shown in 4.9 below that there exist finitely many ideals of the form
R whose intersection is I, so it suffices to show that J:
Ž . R g C and it may be assumed that f J . But for this, since x , . . . ,
is a permutable R-sequence, it is readily checked that J: R is of the form
R for some positive integers b F a for i s 1, . . . , h.
Ž1. Ž h. i i
Therefore J: R g C, since C is the set of all monomial ideals.
RsF IqX : R; nG1 sL say , and each ideal I q X : R is w x Ä w Ž n . x a monomial ideal by T, Theorem 6, p. 20 . Let K s F I q X : R *; Ž . Finally, for 3. 13 .2 note that the hypothesis implies that no monomial generator of I* has X as a factor, so since X , . . . , X is a permutable
A-sequence it follows that I* : X A s I*. Therefore 3.13.2 follows im-
. mediately from the last statement in 3.13.1 , since I:
It follows from 3.13.1 that if is a permutation of 1, . . . , d and if I is the ideal generated by x , . . . ,
RsI. Therefore if a holds, then it follows that x , . . . , 
THE PARAMETRIC DECOMPOSITION OF A MONOMIAL IDEAL
Ž . In this section we show in 4.9 that each ideal in a set C of monomial ideals has a unique irredundant decomposition as a finite intersection of Ž Ž .. generalized-parameter ideals see 4.6 when C is closed under finite Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . . intersections and this holds in the case i ᎐ v of 3.12 . To prove this, we need the following definitions and preliminary results. Y s x , . . . , x R and Z s x , . . . , x R, and let w be
and this is a contradiction. A similar argument shows that if 
Ž .
COROLLARY. With the notation of 4.3 , if K is a monomial ideal and if Y
Ž . And is K is a monomial ideal, then m K generates K, so it follows that Ž Ž . . K : Y l Z since Y and Z are parameter and hence monomial ideals .
Ž .
4.5 Remark. Let x , . . . , x and R and X , . . . , X and A s
is also a monomial ideal for is a monomial ideal, by hypothesis, so it is clear that I* : J. And if is a monomial in J, then g I U for j s 1, . . . , g, so Ј g I UX s I for j s j j j 1, . . . , g, so Ј g I; hence s Ј* g I*, so since J is a monomial ideal, by w x EH, 3, p. 68 , it follows that J : I*. Therefore J s I*, and so 
by the hy-
. pothesis and the preceding paragraph applied to g y 1 ideals s I 2 l иии l I , and this is a contradiction. Therefore, if I l иии l I is an
Finally, the proof that I l иии l I is an irredundant intersection when 
Also, if I is a monomial ideal, then z is called a generalized-corner-ele-Ž . Ž Ž . ment for I in case P z is a generalized-parameter ideal of I that is, P z Ž .. appears as a factor in the decomposition of I as in 4.9 .
In 4.7 we give one example of generalized-corner-elements and generalized-parameter ideals. is generated by X 2 , so the IA -corner-element is X; IA is 4.6 specifies that a generalized-parameter ideal is a proper monomial ideal, we will adopt the convention that R is also a generalized-parameter ideal, and it then follows that the monomial ideal R also has a unique generalized-Ž . Ž . Ž parametric decomposition as in 4.9 
since I is a finite intersection of primary ideals, it follows that I is a finite intersection of generalized-parameter ideals.
Now let Y l иии l Y and Z l иии l Z be two irredundant decompo- generalized-parameter ideal, it follows by induction on d that 4.4 , and this contradicts e for N in place 4.5.2 , so it follows from the Noetherian case of this theorem that m s n and that, by resubscripting, if necessary,
. . , n s m, so J can be represented uniquely up to order as an irredundant finite intersection of generalized-parameter ideals.
The first corollary of 4.9 shows that all ideals in the sets C of Ž .Ž . Ž . are regular sequences in R and A, respectively, then there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the monomials and monomial ideals Ž . Ž . between these two rings. Therefore it follows that 5.3 and 5.10 give the unique irredundant generalized-parametric decompositions of all the Ž . monomial ideals that correspond to the monomial ideals in C in R and F.
